
Chapter VII 

Our objective in the preceeding consideration of 

phenomenological theories of value has been to bring out, 

.!!Uer-al.!.§!, an important problan, namely, ho,-.J can moral 

values be the object of intersubjective knowledge ? How can 

we claim knowledge of moral values which are eternal, immutable 

ana absolute in nature 1 We suggest that a clue to the solution 

of this problem may be found in the respective value-theories of 

Hartmann and Schele~ though a conscious attempt to deal with 

this problem was not made by either of these thinkers. In order 

to see hovJ this may be possible 1;119 shall proceed by recapitulating 

their basic standpoints on values as such and their resolution 

of absolutism-relativism antinomy so as to situate the problem 

in a broader phenomenological perspective on values. 

we may begin by turning to the antinomy which is referred 

to by both Hartmann and Scheler while dealing with absolutism 

and relativism. It must be admitted that both Hartmann and 

Scheler believe in the absolutism o~~~· Because, for 

them, values have their own kind of "realityn (for Hartmann, 

the mode of being of values is like that of platonic Ideas, and, 

for Scheler, values have mode of "ewerience" i.e., they are 

pure ~enc§_§. Values do not depend on anything else for their 
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existence, they are and remain ~oendent of anything else 

and are self-stilisistent. But this does not mean that they deny 

all relativism in the field of values and our experience of them. 

They also, in a certain sens~ advocate relativism in their 

theory of values. Thus the antinomy results from taking 

seriously tt"'I apparently conflicting yet equally ~11eighty 

insights. In fact, the relativism advocated by these thinJ,ers 

does not stand in contradiction with the absolutism·of values. 

In other words, for both of the~ axiological relativism aoes 

not imply the denial of what is called value-absolutism. In 

order to see ho'!tJ these phenomenological thinkers become able to 

consistently combine two apparently contradictiOn_ pos'itions, it· 

't'iOUld be worthwhile to explain the sense in which. according to 

the~ values are absolute as also the sense in which values are -=:.;;:..;-
relative. ---

Let us first take up Hartmann• s view. For Hartmann. 

values are rega:rCled as ~ entities existing in a different 

;;1orld of their own apart from spatio-temporal l.o~orld. They ore 

01 ideal beings11
. belonging to the ideal order, independently of 

all their bearers. They possess the II indepf?ndent11 ana I! ideal'' 

mode of being like Plato• s Ideas. Thus Values, for .Hartmann. 

have self-existence, though ~ self-existence is not real 

but ideal. This ideal realm of values exist·in.itself 
~ . 

independently of 'ltJhatever else. 

We have already seen that values are ~~ for 
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Hartmann~ Hartmann takes the term .s_priori to mean both 

epistemological ..a..;grl.g£:1: and ontological a prio,E.. Values are 

~pis~lo~icall~ a priori because they are presupposed in all 

phenomena of value-experience. 'l'hey are the conditioning 

factor which make their· bearers valuable$ Values are .!..J2rio.Q 

with respect to....,g,y.f_!~~.Eience of their bearers~ On the other 

hand, in sayirig that values are ~glogicall;x a pri~ what is 

meant is that in order to for something valuable to exist, one 

must presuppose the "existence" ·of values. The existence of 

values conditions , the possibility of something. valuable to 

exist. 

In their mode of being, values are abs2J.:~· The kind 

of reality they possess are such that they do not depend on 

anything else for their existence. Their peculiar mode of 

reality is totally independent and therefore, it cannot be 

relative to anything else. They must be related to their ---
bearers i.e., persons ana his acts; but th·is does not mean 

that they are relative to them. The independence and immutable 

nature is in no irlay affected· by the relationality that they have 

with their bearers. · 

Besides the characterisations that values are 

independent in their mode of being, that they are real (though 

not spatio-temporally), that they are a orio~, t~at they are 

absolut~ we may bear in mind that they are principles of all 
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ou~ ac~io~s~ and that values are eternal and not.subject to 

chan9e ·OK' mutation~ ·~'J'ha~ needs to be stressed in the present 

context is hot-J they are Jmovm. And this will provide us \vith 

the way as to how ~artmann ~ccommodates the apparently 

conflicting viei.>VS that, on one hand, values are intersubjectively 

objective while, on the other, they are also relative. 

Hartmann conceives a vast field \-.Jhere values having the 

abovementioned peculiar characteristics exist independently of 

whatever else. The \vorld of values, therefore, has its ovm 

ontological status quite peculiar to it. Though there are 

numerous values in this objectively existing field, human beings 

can have access only to a few of the world of values tnrough 

their emotion. 

It is through emotion that we can have the awareness of --
4\ II 

values though it should not be taken t,o mean blind drive, but 

rather a cognitive emotion. We can have, what Hartmann call~ 

the primary value-consciousness "l,:!lhich is emotional and 

intuitive al<Jareness of values in situations" • 1 Though it is 

personal, partial and unsystematic, but it is 11 stubbornl:f' 

~h£ul11 
• In order to get beyond the narrOt".Tness. partisanship 

and the unsystematic nature of the primal consciousness of value. 

it is necessary to turn to intellectual reflection. This is 

the task of philosophical ethics which lets us survey and 

t ~ 1- J?, /i. ~A ~~. f~c..J-~ (J'r\. v"'"Lrvl 
~ r~~ ?r~f Vc..k ll-\;1.0-, l ·f?J?· ~) P · 2-lr'L----. 
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order our \vhole experience of value - both of our o~m and 

those of other people. Thus of these two kinds of at-Jareness, 

that is, the primary awareness and secondary awarenes~ the 

former is most important for us in the present context,. For, 

the former ·r..:1ay of being aware of values are, in our view, 

phenomenological in nature~ It is an immedia~ way of getting 

access to the 'lrJOrld of values,. No mediation such as through 

concepts, symbols, signs,. etc. are required in order to become 

a\'lare of them. It is the first and 11 original111 discovecy. It is 

1 
purely an 11 emotional contact" ;,vi th the objects,. that is, values. 

I 

This is 10 in the first instance a sense of value, a primal, 

2 
immediate capacity to appreciate the v aluablG''.• Thus Hartmann 

recognises the role and legitimacy of ~E,gn or "feeling" as 

fundamental to value-experience and thereby he consistently 

refuses to rationalise it into formal logic. It is, for him, 

a non-logical and a differentiated kind of feelin~ vhich is 

oo a farm of comprehension, although not ·transmutable into t.he 
. 3 
language of concepts'~. Here Hartmann • s founding of his entire 

-
cognition of value-phenomena on the primacy of an irreducible 

apprehension of values by ~eeli~ paves the way for him to 

advocate, · as 'l.'le shall see, a ldnd of relativism in a radical sens~. 

By vJay of further elaboration, it may be added that 

1 Hartmann, ~ ., Ethics _!, op. cij:,.. p. 9~. 

2 J;B!E ., p .86. 

3 
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Hartmann excluces th~ linguistic m"cl'ans, that is, tho rnGarno . 

of conccptn, proposi ticns etc. in unaerstan~in,.9 the 1:ealm of 

values in a purely phenorm:nological manner, though he uses 

phi!ose>phy for a rat.ional dcmonsti"ation of previously acquired 

cognition through u feeling". Becatioe. 

ii?ords are sluggis~ concepts are coarse Gnd come hobbling 
after, but insights into valueo is inconceivably alert and 
highly

1
differcntiated; thought cannot tell ~hat it will ao 

exist. 

IJ:hus the primary stage of cognitive at'iareness is 2:1-:iie-:.R!. immetiiato 

i;Jay of undcrs·tanding vr.alues through •• feelj.ng08
, thus U.'ll"lde.rlying 

the ~~nomen_g_~cal !;Jay of apprehension of valu~s. 

Turning to the queoticn as to hot'/ the primacy ai:Jarcness 

of values takes plaec, Hartmann suggests that ono zhould loo!t 

this question. Every nct·J conflict, every now expectation sets 

o net1 problem in humnn life and it is that t-Jhich leads uc to 

the primozy discovery of values. Ethical convictions of mankind 

going on t-Ji thout any halt. In this process o:: differing c:Jno 

changing of ethos, every ag~ every society, every race take 

pnrt. This differing and change can never be \vitl1out value

-ox:ient:ation. It is in the context of the differing ono ch.ange 
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in ethos that occur among the societie~ culture~ the primary 

discovery of values take place. 

Not:.'l, to our tin6erstanding, the taking place of eep:timary 

sensingn is ah"lays perspectival in the sense that every person, 

every society and every race 10 senses" -values from a perspective 

relative "i.:o the cognising consciousness. ~ihat needs to be 

st res sea at once that far. from rejecting value-absolutism TrJhich 

requires that all values as immutable_ and ete.mal beings abound 

in a Platon~c realm of pure existence~ Hartmann only grants 

that discovery of f?Ome definite val~es by a society is ~lative 

t9 its perspective. In other tvords, for Hartmann, values as 

e'§_l·ernal, imi11utable beings belong to an exclusive realm such 

that all of them a~e accessible to any one individ~al or society 

a·t a. point. of time~ Values themselves are etemal, immutable and 

real. though only some of ·than are .accessi.ble by intuitive means. 

It follows that .di_f~erent sets of values may bra discovered by 

d.$-fferent societies; but tlfis in no t-.ray should distract us fr.om 

upholding value-ab?olutism. Relativism is only t.vith reference 

to 11 disc9vecy' of values even though values the-mselves are 

absolut:e., The searchlight metaphor provides the apt mode of 

understanding the absolutism of values, on one hand; and 

relativism i,qith regard to their discovery, on the other. Thus• 

for Hartmann, 04 not all values are knot·m, or, l'rJhat is the same 
I.1U 

thing that t'\Te do not yet know -. -~- ; _, J... is good 
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and evil •••• u 
1 'l'he perspectival focus of feeling by different 

persons. societies. and races differ from one another. One 

perspectival feeling of values differs from another and 

therefore. they may never be the same. Those person~, societies 

and races who acquire the awareness of values from their 

respective perspectives form their norms and commandm~~ts 

accordingly. But _the objects of primacy sensmg, i.e., the 

values remain static, immutable and eternal. Corresponding 

to every perspectival intuition, there is a value or a set of 

values which is/are already "there0~ in ·the ideal, plane. 

The metaphor referred to ea-rlier would bear soma 

further. reflection and .elaboratio~ even though we have already 

discussed it in an earlier chapter. Here. our val~G-consciousness 

is conceived of as 11 searchlight" .\·Jhich focuses historically 

•• mig.rates" across the field of values that are ,p;Satic and 

l_fri£!!E~~· r The searchlight. of "prima.ty sensing" "moves about" 

on the ideal plane of values and it expcses only one 

constellation of values at .one time. or, the focus of 

searchlight of different person~ societies ana races may be 

thrown ~t different portions of the ideal value-plane ~ the same 

time. NOt'\! the focus of searchlight. ice., of value-consciousness 
~ 

is thrown upon a reletivc~ly small portion of the vast field 

irJhereby the values are so. apprehended. Though the ethical 

1 Ibid., n. 94. ---
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convictions·of person~ societies and races change and diffe~ 

values themselves continues to remain static and immutable. 

Becal1Se, "values are independent of our differing and changing 

valuations"._ 1 But this does not, however, mean that we 

constantly add new values to the present stock of our 

intuited values-;. With new "unveiling" of fresh values by the 

value consciousness, the concurrent "vanishing" or ,. forgetting" 

of other values take place; that is, the values which at an 

earlier point of time have been in the focus of value-

-consciousness, now shift into the domain of darkness. And s~ 

·~we always survey only a limited sections of the realm of 

values, while we remain blind to the other sectionsn. 2 'l'hus, 
-

in a manner of speaking, we might say that the actions, 

relationships which are regarded good today may be replaced 

by another set of values. What, however; is undeniable is that 

the values which are disclosed by any particular ethos-group 

appear as "abs~~~~ to that ethos t'l1hen it "perceives" them. 

So far we have argued how Hartmann is able to maintain 

value-absolutism given his vi~~ that societies may opt for 

different value-schemes.- The thrust of this matter is that 

values themselves do not change in terms of their ideal content.'' 

---------------------------------·------------------------------------
1 Spiegelberg, H., !!}e Phenomenological Movemen:!:,, Vol.I, 

gg.cit.,p.385. . 
2 Hartmann, N ., Ethics ,!. op. cit.u p.· 228.' 
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What really changes is the.12s~· Out of a in~inite value-ideals 

one may d~scover only but a few or a small constellation of 

values. It is interesting to note that Hartmann argues for 

value-relativism if by that is meant changing societies 

adopting different values only on the ground and assumption 

that values tt1emse1ves are absolute. Relativism of the kind 

referred to here can be uphelQ~ Hartmann trould argue, if only 

values themselves are taken to be absolute.. What then is the 

nature of such relativism 1 Relativism, in a general sense, 

means that the values are relative to time and place, that i~ 

relative to a particular society at a particular point of time. 

And any society may claim :that its ovJn standards are absolutely 

right and thereby it condemns the standards of another society. 

Thus the standard of: the particular society valid for ~ society 

only and not for others. HO'!tJever, relativism, in the pre8ent 

context, may be understood in terms of the follot'ITing premises s · 

(a) that different societies/cultures seem to adopt or 09 discover'' 

different values, and ·(b) tha·t while the values are discovered 

they are given as absolute. A point that at once emerges is 

this that relativism, in this sense, does not destroy the 

objective validity and the consequent sanctity of the values 

discovered by the societies/cultures. In other word~ given 

a perspective, any society/culture would find or discover the 

same values. That,.it does not happen in point of history, is 

because the perspective always changes. 



Now,. such perspectival ~ntuition of values may be 

termea as "value perspectivism" vJhich involVes a kind of 
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relativism in a radical sense. It is now clear that Hartmann 

rejects the relativism of the ordinary sense by denying the 

relativity of values themselves. For him,. values themselves 

are not relative but the discovery and the continued discernment 
! . 

is relative, that is, relative to 01 ethos" of a people at 

particular point of time and place. Hartmann also thereby 
'. 

rejects the philosophical subjectivism which maintains that 
' 

values are relative to individual consciousness or human 

cUltures. In fact, values,. being a Platonic Ideas~ cannot· 

themselves be relative to individuals or human cultures. 
-~~-~ 

Thus,. it woulo seem· to make sense to distinguish the· 

kind of relativism that Hartmann advocates f~m the ozainary 

sense of the term. By rejecting both relativism in the ominary 

sense and the subjectivistic form of that position, Hartmann· 

embraces a relativism in'a peculiar and unique sense which may 

be termed as "nersoectival relativ ism11
• --:--=:-..:.;;;; In point of 

distinction, the relativism in this sense means that values 

are relative to a particul'ar "etheic" permecti!,!. That is to 

say, . values are ·relative to a particular perspective from 't"Jhieh 

a particular individual, society or race establishes an 

11 cmot~onal contact'0 vJith certain constellation of values and 

a ceo rdingly they form th~ir norms and commandments~ Thus there 

is a constella·cion of value corresponding to each perspective 
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from which a perso~ society or race intuit the eternal and 

imrm.ltable 'group of values existing in a "objectivity there00 

field of values. This goes 'for Hartmann• s position that 

Cliffe rent persons, societies or races experience·· values as 

"objectiyfi* that is, eJdsting ·in an indep.en.dent ideal realm. 

Further, the perspectival 1ivision" corresponding to each 

constellation of values does not contradict with other 

perspectival vision of values. It is possible for individuals 

belonging to one ethos to be aware of a quite different 

constellation of values from that which individuals of another 

ethos becomes aware. So, there is no conflicting value

-apprehensions es there are only differing value-apprehensions. 

For a phenomenological understanding of valu~s in 

general, and moral values, in particular, Hartmann•s advocacy 

of value-absolutism is of crucial importance. In order to 

uphold this position, though Hartmann admitteoly brings in 

the Platonic view of reality. the implicit logic of value

-absolutism is tied up \'~lith objective valid,fication of values 

themselves. The kind of relativism he reverts to is to be 

distinguished from ordinary sense of it insofar as the former 

and not the latter is adduced in support of the objective 

validity of values. By cOmbining value-absolutism with what 

we have called perspectival relativis~ Hartmann has pulled 

the realm of values out of the pale of capricious subjectivism. 
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Sne or other set of··values is choosen or more appropriately 

codiscoveredn by a people not· because of mere capricious 
. " 

preference, but because the values are cQout there'Q objectively 

for the consciousness to oiscover them. G:i.ven a certain 

perspective, consciousne~is can but only discover that values-

it ooes ·and no other. Implicit in this is the argument that 

anxone from the sams perspective (by virtue of being historically 

placed so) would always intuit. the~ values. This clearly 

goes for objectivity of values t\lhich a phenomenological 

conscio·usness en.su:i::es by delinking i t.s;elf from the pure 

subjed.:ive drives lrJh.ich are capricious in nature. The logic 

of the 1nvariance of ·values is based on their absolutismg that 

i~ the values themselves belong to an ideal domain which is 

independent of the historical events and flQ~. 

Indeed a hardline phenomenologist vJould have reservation 

for subscribing to a·view which implicitly or otherwise 

presupposes any metaphysical ··or ontological corrmi tments. 

Needless to mentio~ H~rtmann•s value-platonism may b9 a 

easy target of criticism f!Om a hardliner. But any phenomsno

logical analysis T:.roulo be sympathetic to the core idea that · 

values themselves ere invariant and provide the basis for the 

object.ivity o'f moral judgements. Hartmann• s value-platonism 

is to ·be unaerstood in this larger perspective. In· order to 
invest values with invariance ana objectivity, they must be held 
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as belonging to ideal realm which transcend~ and is independent 

of, whatever exists in space and time. His value-platonism 

may be said to have an important underlined mess~ge, namely, 

that values "exist"; they do so in an ideal realm; for, if they 

did in space and time, they ~-vould not be invariant. 

Of no less consequence is Hartmann's analysis which 

involves his accounting for and responding to the historical 

fact that different people/societies adopt diiferent values 

't'Jhich may give rise to the false impression that ·values are 

mere a. matter of subjective ~reference ana, therefore, nothing 

objective about them. Iri order to obviate the iatter difficulty, 

Hartmann explains the .apparent phenomena of changing vaiues 

in terms of differing perspectives. ·why an individual/society 

·adopts a value is because of the· perspectives from vJhich he/it 

focusses consciousness on the realm of values. Given his peculiar 

position/persr;e ctive, ·there is no other alternative but to intuit 

the value that he does. Hartmann 1 s approach in this direction 

can well be elaborated supportively by invoking the notion of 

intersmbjectivity. To argue that an individual discovers a 
tb 

value relative to his perspective is alsoAclaim that anyone ~~ 

in his place ~"lould also discover the same value. The validity 

of value, therefore, can be upheld intersubjectively as one 

can sympathetically imagine different people discovering the L~ 

value where they all to view from the same perspectivee In a 

limited context, this is borne out even historically as a 
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socie~y is known to apply,generally the same norms of moral 

standard ~r judg;in9 the con¢uct of its own members.· 

That values in general and' moral ·values, in particular, 

are not based l merely on subjective ground but have objective 

validity is also very c~early argued and brought out by Scheler 

who lays the foundation of· his ethiCs avow~dly on the pattern 

of Husserlian phenomenology. In the. present section, v-Je shall 

first focus on some of the salient features of Scheler• s views 

on values before updertak!ng a critique of the same. 

To Scheler, phenomenology is primarily an attitude 

and not a method. He take.s ·up Husserlian methodological 

principle to ttapproach the· 'things' themselVes•• without 

presuppositions. above all, dissecting them from all naturalistic 

and metaphysical assumptions. He accepts Husserl's idea to 

approach "phenomena" as they are "given" and to "describe" the 

way they constitute tnemselves in the consciousness and intention 

of the perceiver. As against I<antian formal ethic~ he lays · 

the foundation of an ethics which is non-formal i.e. "~.!.!sl". 
' '. 

For him, va.lues are not ·empty, but have specifiable cOntents. He 

rejects the subjectivist • s <::laim that values as such, and moral 

values, in particular, are only ..§E.bjectiVe phenomena in man's 

mind wnich do not have independent significance and existence. 

He argues that if values are simply the cor·relates of human 

acts of valuation, they ~JouJ.d be variabl! and wholly relativeo 
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Th<::; latter position -;vhicq is taken by various naturalistic-

-positivist thinkers comes in for shal:p criticism as Scheler 

attempts to refute it by demonstroting that values' have a mode 

of being independept of the valuing man. On· ·the other hand, 

for hitl'~ to the human soc,ial valuation, there corresponds an 

2b;l ectiy_£· realm o·f values. In his onslought against Kantian 

formalism ano the various forms of modem subjectivism, Scheler 

builds up his theO:i:'J of moral values. 

Not'.!, according to Scheler, values are phenomenological 

facts or \vhat he calls "moral-facts" or "value-.factsea. But 

' -
that these value-facts are entirely independent of things, persons 

ano relations of all kinds, that is, they are independent of all 

the1r bearers. For exa~l e., a human relationship called 

~a friendshipc• is itself a value, remains static, ·though in 

practical life, a friend turns out to be a false frimd.. Further, 

they are also independent of all human considerations, prejudices •. 

As essences, values belong to the mode ·Of '0 experience61 and 

,g_J.2El£E.! to ....,hat can be given by inductive and particularly, 

by causal kno·~Jledge. Furthermore, in his phenomenological 

descrip·~io:n of the nat,J.re of values, Scheler compar·ms the mode 

of values 'I:Jith colour-species by distinguishing it from 

individual colour shade. · Thus, for hin:• value-facta u exist~. 

the t-vay colour species exist. · Moreover, the "value-facts" are 
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uobjects11 as the colour species are the objects for Husse·rl. 

But, the!"'.., are they lilte l?laton.ic Ideas 7: Spiegelberg clears 

away .the confusion and brings out the matters more clearly as 

Scheler has often been interpreted as saying that values 
are ger>..era! essences, ideal entities hovering over the 
empirical world of ethical experience like so many Platonic 
Ideas. Actually Scheler assigned to th~~ neither the status 
of individuals nor that of un'St.versals. They are given as 
the contents of immediate intuition in concrete cases of 
ethical experience, once we attend to the value characters 
in their pure 1 v-Jhatness 1 (~-Jas) regardless of their experience. 
It trould seetl\ therefore, that such 1 whatness • is an 
unplatonic as any other property that is carried by the 
objects of our concrete e.xperience.l 

intuition, that is, of ·the intuition of a phenomenological l<.:ind 

and thus the values are intuitive a prior~. Here, a point 'lrJhich 
' 

would be substantive to our understanding of Scheler• s Vieu of 

a ~~iori intuition is that the traditional dichotomy between 
~~-----a:at 

ra:ti.onal truths and non-rational truths is unacceptable to him. 

In Greel' thought, the distinction has clearly been made and 

upheld in conjunction with the Vi~i that only rational truths 

ars tvorth persuing whereas non-rational means, such as. emotion 

' ' 
.is either incapable of vim'\l'ing any· truth or is of a marginal 

o:rd<ar. This theme with soma variations runs through t-Jhole 

1 Spiegelberg, H~, The Pheno!!!2D9.J:ogical Hovemen;!:, 
Vol• I, 9-H•!=it., PP• 252-53. 
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westem philosophical thinking. And so for Scheler. it 'tvas 

like st~imming against the tide t1hen he claims that truths 

grasped by emotion are necessary and universal in nature. On 

the other hand, Scheler points out, reason is incapable of 

providing such methodological requirement. Scheler legitimises 

emotion rather than Deason as source of irrrnediate necessary 

truths. u Moral facts" are accessible only in this fashion 

through emotion and are grasped immediately and intuitively. 

The view that -v-Jhatever is gained by emotion being t1holly 

subjectivistic can never lay claim to necessity and 

universality is blown to pieces in the hanos of Scheler. 

Thus Scheler sets his face strongly against the vie~:J that 

everything in the human mind that is non-rational, namely, feelin~ 

loVing, hating, intuition etc. is dependent on man • s subjective 

constitution and therefore, cannot be our guide in our practical 

life. Scheler shows, on the contrary, that value-ethics can 

very t'11ell be based on emotions. Scheler attempts to elaborate 

a phenomenology of "feeling". He claims that feeling are far 

from being "blind" drive, as many Anglo-saxon philosophers 

maintain, are actually a means of knowledge whiCh reveal through 

their intentionality the ethical ~priori§ of a distinct realm 

of eternal values. 

-
The crux, of the matter is that according ·to s cheler. 

cognition of values is possible not primari!~ through intellect 
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but is gained in and through· feelins t-Jhich is -intentional 

and cognitive. The cognitive nature of feeling would be clear 

only in the context of ·an important distinction made bet"t.,reen 

£eelin9-acts and feeling-states• ·Scheler carefUlly distinguishes - -
cogn:i,tive feeling from me're feeling-states by saying. that the 

fanner is not mere psychological state of mind ·having some 

referrents outside of' it but have the intentional character 

which is directed towards its ·own ltind of being, that is, v.alue. - --
A feeling-act is a feeling £.£· something and this "something" 

-
is·value. Furthe~ a feeling-act is an act through which 

its ''object", that is, value is grasped "originally" ai"..d 

11 immanently". Thus feeling-act or cognitive feeling is not 

dead state of mind but "signify" something i.e. values. But, 

how is cognitive feeling is able to help us grasp or intuit 

Values· ? Funk proVides the answer on behalf of Scheler I 

0'l'he feeling here reveals objects. ;to me: it is neither . 
a question of there being objects associated, either 
mechanically or through me~tal act, with what I perceive 
nor objects of being brought in 11 from ltJithout" the 
e~erienc~ for feeling goes directly to its object~ 
viz. values. l 

Thus, o·.a Scheler• s viet-.1, values are "given immanentlJZ: through 

feeling-acts and thereby the lat·ter becomes the acts of valuing. 

1 Funk, R.L .. , "Thought, Values, and Action", Manfred Frings 
(ed.) ~_2cheler( (187.!:!2ll> Centennial E§.2~§.1 p.so. 
Martinus Nijhoff The Hague, 1974) 
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It would be interesting to note here how Scheler's 

notion of valuational intu~tion, as we have explicated above, 

lea9s to his unique theo+y of. £6lativigm in the field of values. 

According to him, value-intuit iqn is always Jl§lrspecti~.!· A 

society or a race at a particular point. of time intuits values 

according to the historical circumstances in which it is situated. 

A quite another society or race may intuit values fxom another 

perspective according to its historical situation. For exanple, 

in a preponderantly military society where war is a means of 

acquisition, the values, such as, c~:>Urage, bravery etc. are 

considered to be more useful for the general welfare than the 

values like industry, diligence, honesty etc.-· which find 

acceptance in an industrial society. Thus, here, the two 

societies, say, military society or the indlstrial society, 

intuits the eternal, immutabie values from their respective 

perspectives and obviously their own perspectival "perception" 

would be different from each other. In the same way, numerous 

societies or races feel certain values and prefer them each 

from its own standpoint which ~ill make possible imperatives 

and norms accordingly •. Thus the difference and variation in 

norms and imperatives are due to their perspecti~ differences. > 

This point bears close proximity to that of Hartmann in this 

rega.rd •. But the differences and variations, as we have 

explained in details earlier. do no·t in any way mean that values 

themselves are relative. Values, as we have stated earlier, are 
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etemal, undJ.angeabie end static. In fact, all societies or 

races recognise the s~'1le values. The variations and differences 

are relative to the perspcc'.;iVal intuit:ion of value-phenomena • 

. 'J:;he different societies may e• lool~ta at the same eternal and 

immutable walues from their divergent perspectives. They would 

do so as if from different t-Jindot·Js; at their ~3 objects11 of 

intuition which remain unchanged. As Scheler clearly affirms, 

t£7his most radical relativity of moral value-estimations 
gives us no reason to assume a relativism of moral values 
themselves and their order of ranks. 

Further, 

It is precisely a·correctly understood absolute ethics 
that stric·tly £Q9'uif~ these differences - this value
-perspectivism of values among peoples and their times 
and this openness in the form;;:rtive stages c f the Gt.bos. 
Because moral value-estimations and their systems are 
more manifold and richer in their qualities than the 
diversity of mere natural dispositions and realities 
of people \...rould allow one reasonably to expect, one 
must assume an objective realm of values mich our 
experiencing can enter only gradually and according to 
definite structures of the selection of values. 

Now, the relativism advocated by both Hartmann and 

Scheler does not stnno in contradiction ~ith the absolutistic 

nature of values or Ethics. The kind of relativity ad IDeated 

by Hartmann and Scheler may. l::>e teJ:meo as "perspcct.ivel relativism'' 

which does not imply valuational relativity. Because values 

themselves are not affect~d by the perspectival intuition of 

persons or societies~ They renain eternal, static and 
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immutable.inspite of. changes that occu~ in the norms and 

imperatives follo"1ed by d:iverse .. persons and. societies. Thus 

relativism in this radiCal. se~se. can go in hand and. glove 

with the absolute values. ~ 

At this point of our discussion we may briefly 

recapitulate some of the central issues around whiCh the 

phenomenological thinking has developed on the matter of 

values, in general, and ethical values, in particular •. But 

let us he brief : (i) Hartmann's th9ory of "sensing1
' of values 

and Scheler's theory of "feeling" are basically not different 

from each other, though they hold divergent v!et'is 't1ith regard 

to the ontological status of the "objects" of apprehension i.e. 

values, (ii) The relativism advocated by HartmGnn end schelGr is 

of a type vJhich far from contradicting the value-absolutism go~s 

really to support and sustain zueh a viet1. The argued. coherence 

bett-Jeen value-absolutism and perspectiVal relativity of values 

can be realised by invoking the notion of intersubjectivity •. 

Let us take the first. We may begin by reminding that 
. -

both Hartmann and Scheler take emoti.Q!l as a source of cognition 

in the field of values. Kant • s advocacy of n reason" or 
. . -

00 rationalitt1 in ethics has been vehemently criticised by 
. 

both these philosophers.. 'I'hey express their dissatisfaction. 

as we have seen earlier, over the rigid disjunction of reason 

and emotiol~ as also cognitivism and emotivism. And both 
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of them m·ake att.empts to break down -~his dichotomy ·and bridg@ 

the supposed "t-JeClge \"lith the ·help of phenomenologic'Cll insights. 

Hartmann who subscribes to the platonic tradit:ion uses 

phenomsnological insight in the rnat~er o£ the apprehension of 

values. The la·t·ter is emphasized by Scheler too. For the~ 

feeling far from being a 11 blind drive'; can claim to be a 

different from subjective feeling-~~~ such -3S. elatedne?sD, 

dep:t'eGsion etc. \1hich are non-cognitive. For Hr.u:tmann. ~t:hey 

are acts of feeling - not intellectual but emotion~l01 , 1. and 

on Scheler's view, ee it is in and through our feelings that 

objects and states come before us as endm1eCl uith vJorthwhileness 
2 

and countet~...rorth~;Jhil Eness.... Further, both Hartmann • s 01 pr.imar:y 

discovecy' and Scheler• s "in·tent.ional feelingn are the immediate --
Nay of getting access to the ltlOrld of values. In o.ttler to have 

the knowledge of values, no mediation, such as, of concepts. 

judgement~ symbol~ signs etc. is needed. It is in and 

through this immediate in·tuitive kno~1ledge that the nThinif 

i·tself i.e. value is '".ai.Y.Zt ana nmediated experience that never 

gives things themselves". One thing more. This immediate 

u givenness" of the "objects" themselves is a distinguishing 

--~---------~--~------·----------~------------------~----·----------
1 Hartmann, N., ~;j&s .~ .. oe.c4~·•P•l77. 
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mark. ol: phenomenological experiencing. Hartmann ~larifies,. 

Every moral preference is intuitive. is immed~~ 
the.re and is al~'lays contained in. the grasping of a 
given circumstance ( •••• ). It dofs not first wait for 
a judgement of the. undar~tandi.ng. · 

Similarly, for Scheler, value-facts are given 11 j.mmed,iatelx 

i.e. not in any way mediated by symbols, si~s, or instructions 

of any kind". 
2 

Furthermore, as this kind of apprehension is 
,, 

emcitional in nature, one cannot shink S'\'lay from its "objects" 

in order not to have the knowledge of its "objects" i.e. values. 

A valuing subject is not free to have or not to have the 

apprehension of values. A subject is purely ~cep~~ in matters 

of apptehendin9 values. Such subject cannot avoid and escape the 

appi'.Glal of values made upon the subject 1 s "feeling". 

Now, the second point. The relativism which has been 

advocated by Hartmann and Scheler is quite along the same lines. 

'I' hey both' recognise the perspsctival intuition of values. That 

is to say, each society/culture intuits values from its own 

perspective· and this perspectival intuition differs from the 

perspectiVal intuition o·f another society/culture. Or, it 

may be ·that perspectival "perception" of one generation may 

differ fxom another generation. And thus the values which are 

nperceived" o.r !l felt" from a particul·ar perspective may be 

~aid to be- rela-tiv'e to 1:hat perspectival e•perc-E!ption" •. The 

emphasis here is on the point that relativism in this sense 

J. ~' N. 1 

J,, r;:~, M-, 

E:t4 ') 2t· ~J r· 176 ~ 
'FcJY~ ~ v~~ .,_CJt·~., .P·~ 
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does not affect the value-absolutism '\vhj.ch is upheld by b?th 

Hartm3nn alnd Scheler. This type of relativity "t.faich does not 

iiTQDly the relativity of values themselves is of a piece with 

A point that inay bear repe,, ti.tiol"l here is this~ 

The ordinary kind of relativity asserts that values are 

relative to time and place· i.e~ to particular society/culture 

and the society/culture may claim that its own standaras are 

absolutely right and thereby it may condemn the standard of 

another society/culture 't"Jhich "honours•e different values. Thus 

this type of relativism clearly implies the relativity of values~ 

Because the societies/cultures fundamentally disagree "V>Ji'th regard 

to the values themselves. · It reco~Aiscs the diversities in values --=--
and consider such ditJersity as fundamental. Here by "t.fundamental' 

-
is meant that it V'loula not bG removed even if there t\fere perfect 

' 1 
agreement about the properties of t.he thing evaluated11

• 

But t"lhat we have ·referrea to as '0perspectival relativism'' 

differs from the ordinary typ·e of relativity in that in the 

former .ng such disagreement arises with ·regard to the values 

themselves lH~e it is the case in ·the latter. It recognises 
.-..... .-----........ 
the eternity and immutability of values and it ie only the case 

what different societies differ only in their perspecti~ 

11 percept ion".· Thus here there iS disagreement in per.9gectiVes 

---------------·----------~--------=-~~-b-·------·---·~~-----1 Edwaras, P.. (ed.-) • The Encyclopedia of Philosoph~ Vol.-3. 
P• 75.-· Macmillan Publishing Co.~ New York.-
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only and not with regard values themselves. It is their _,;;;;;;;;;,......,;;u 

parti7u1ar social circumstances which lead their members to 

"perceive" a particular valueJ or a set of values and this 

does not imply that they (the members of that society) would 

deny or conderm the values advoca-ted by other societies~ Thus 

values intuited perspectivally by each society is relative to 

that perspectival intuition only. unlike that of ordinary 

relativism in "!rihich values themsel~~ are relative to that 

society. 

~'\s for the third point, it has been m<:dntaineii that 

notwithstanding relatiVity of value intuition. Values themselves 

claim objective validity. And this may be arg1ed on the ground 

of intersubject:ivity. As values are relative to the perspectival 

intuition of each societyfculture. whoever vmuld 81 Visualise,. 

from the same perspective 1.-Jould also "percei.ven the same value 

or set of values., A military society, to take our earlier 

exampJ.~ where war is a mean of acquisition may intuit such 

values as courage, bravery rather than, say, diligence, industry 

ana honesty which are preferred intuitionally in an industrial 

society.- Now, \"ihoever enter the either of these societies is 

compelled to have the "sensing" of respectiv-e set of values i.e. 

courage., bravery etc.· or diligence, industry, honesty etc.-

Thus valu~'~s 11perceivedu by these socie-cies are valid for each 
. -

of them respectively and there is no question of condemnation 
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of the values adoptee by one society by the other. In other 

woJ;ds, t~hoever would come to "perc;::eive" valuE;s from that societal 

perspective would "perceive" the §arne values \I'Jhich have been 

perceived by the milita1.y society or industrial society. Thus 

it seems to us that the perspectival relativism is ~tersubject~ 

in the sense that whoever would "perceive" the values from a 

particular pe=spectivaJ. vie-v-J l.~ouid "p~rceive" the same values. 

Here the sense of intersubj~ctiv ity, it seems, is purely 

phenomenological-epistennlogical in nature. 

Now, it seems to us that both Hartmann and Scheler 

are under an obligation to.explain the objective validity of 

values so as to steer clear ·<the charge of subjectivism that is 

generally l;;velled against; phenomenological approach. The task 

is so m·uch harder for them as they both subscribe to the view 

of the relativity in "perceiving•, values. Admittedly, they 

both hold that relativity does not apply to values themselves 

which are eternal, immutable and unchangable but rather to the 

'.-JaY they are nperceived" by the cognising consciousness 'liJhich 
~ 

could do so only from a particular perspectiVe or standpoint. 

The point of the matter is that though all values themselves are 

absolut~ consciousness can have access but only to a few. The 

argument with regard to relativity of values can thus be 

understood ir. terms of the following premises : (a) values are 

numerous, though all of them are absolu·t:e, (b) consciousness 
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cannot be ·at·Jare of, or~ have· access to all values at the same -
time, though it can grasp o~ly some· values· at a time. 

It is interesting to note that both Hartmann and 

Scheler dwell at length on (b) above going into Cletails of the 

mode of apprehens.:i~on and. the manner in t.mich values - moral or 

other,. are grasped. For .one ~hing, the grasping of values by 

consciousness is immediate and <.1irect, and quite unlike the 

rational means in which reason is mediated by concept~ 

language, symbols etc. The dis·tinctive stress on direct and 

immediate. understanding o·f any phenomena is the hallmarlt of 

phenomenological approach to knowledge. It requires not only 

that 1.ve go back to ttt:hingsu themselves, but Clo so by c.1 mode of 

understanding whiCh is both direct and imiM .• "ciiate. Reason 

cannot function unmediated by concepts, symbols etc.·: but 

emotion can. Both Hartmann and Scheler lay much store by 

ernc.tion 't>Jhich alone can help the cognising consciousness to 

grasp meanings and values immediately and -directly.,· Thus it 

i~ clainted that values. be the moral o.r othendse, are directly 

and imrnediat~ly grasped by the phenomenological consciousness. 

By phenomenological consciousness is meant consciousness 

constitu·tE...O by tvhatevor is immanent to it and emotion being 

immanently given in consciousness (as apposed to statee of 

feeling) ,;:an g~:\~sp such m-eat1ings and values. IndeeCI, there is 

a sense of subjectivity herE"; ''•Jhich must, however, be distinguished 
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from subjectivism •. The latter is accidenta~ though pure 

subjectivity is out of what phenomenological consciousness 

is constituted. 

Emotional subjectivity ignores anything that is transcendent 

to it and by virtue of that must grasp meaning-essences or values 

themselves. Unlike a mere object of mere rational cognitio~ 

values themselves are immanently given to grasping consciousness 

't'>lhich by its very acts lays also tje foundation for its objective 

validity. If "grasping", in the phenomenological sense, of 

values is made by consciousness, it is not merely a subjectivistic 

phenomenon; any consciousness would grasp the very same essences 

of values. The idea of intersubjectivity is thus intertwined 

with the very phenomenological mode in which consciousness 

grasp meanings and values. What, in effect, is argued by both 

Hartmann and Scheler is not that objective validity of values 

must be grounded on the premise that all consciousness as a 

matter ofJ~ do grasp the same values; for the latter is 

never the case due to the divergence of perspectival positions. 

Intersubj ective basis for the validity of values is invoked by 

maintaining that a consciousness from a perspectiVal position 

,!!I~ always grasp the very same values as would be accessible to 

any consciousness from the ..!!.!!!! perspectival position. Thus 

the !s.g:!:, of differing "perceptions" of values does not affect 

value-absolutism which indeed may be taken as the implicit 
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ground for holding the relativity of "value-perception". 

The foregoing analysis of values brings out another 

point in.clear focus which is that of methodology. In the 

philosophical tradition of English-speaking world, there has 
~ 

emerged a certain ..... ~sn-ess in favour of the view that 

rational·mode of cognition·is superior to any non-rational. 

mode which, even if it is admitted for certain purposes, has 

only a very marginal role.to play .. The phenomenological 

tradition going back to the 1tlritings of Husserl, however. it 

succeeded in evolving and developing a methodology which is 

mainly oriented to the so-called non-rational mode of cognition. 

Not only that- The phenomenolo~ical thinkers have occasion 

to study and send out a message loud and clear that it is only 

emotion and not reason whiCh is vastly superior to achieving 

the phenomenological attitude of grasping "things" and meanings 

themselves. From the phenomenological point of view, moral 

values directly and immediately grasped by a consciousness 

which acts within the parameters of phenomenological requirement. 

That such values can claim objective validity is grounded on 

the very nature of the phenomenological act of grasping. The 

choosing of Values are no matter of mere caprice. Nor are they 

for that matter based on any rational arguments. A moral value 

is valid fbr that is what the cognising consciousness directly 

grasp or "perceives" in phenomenological sense., The moral 

'ir'Jorth of an action would depend on whether or not we conform 
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to this phenomenologiCally grasped values, no process of 

ratiocination can help us to wriggle out of such obligation. 

It may be said by way of a final cone luding remark that· 

phenomenological appraisal to understanding moral values 

encompasses within its folds two important·insight~ namely, 

that suCh values are absolut~ eternal and immutable nurne~us 

as they may be and they are amenable to direct and immediate 

grasping by consciousness ~eri though only a few at a·time. 

That phenomenological ·approach to values offers an 

alternative mode of cognition of values in general, and moral 

values, in particular. is enough clear. What is more important 

is that such a mode of cOgnition 'tl.bich is claimed as 

non-rational, non-formal or intuitive is held to be superior 

to the rational means of cognition that the western tradition 

.has al'V'1ays tried to glorify. There is a distinct parting of. 

ways 'lfJith this rational mainstream of tradition t1hich in the 

west traces itself back to the times of Plato' the phenomeno

logical approach lays greater store by the non-formal or 

intuitive mode for the direCt grasping of values themselves. 

The rational means of cognition, on the other hand, is neither 

immediate nor direct; it therefbre must always seek its own 

justification in terms of· arguments based on geductive and · 

inductive modes. Phenomenological appDoach is characterised 

by a mode of understandin_g \vhich is· both direct and intuitive 
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and therefore, needs no Justi.fication from .outside. Ho\'JeVeJ:;, 

the notion of intersubjectivity that is invoked by phenomenological 

approach in support of the values being objective and universal 

is based on sympathetic imagination whereby so~ persoq/society 

would intUit the~ valueS· provided t~ perspectiVe from which 

it is done remains also the same. Thus the claim is that the 

objective and universal charac::ter of moral values have for them 

a more secure foundation than c;:an be expected to be provided. 

by the rationalistic tradition. 

$ ; : ; : 


